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SETTING GOALS 

After all the upheaval in 2020, people may fall into hopelessness 

about their future and just make the most of the present 

situation.  This is a big mistake.  Goals can be an excellent distraction 

from thinking about all the things in the world you have no control 

over (Saunders).  Having goals gives you a sense of self-

determination that you have the autonomy to make choices in your 

life and the competence to achieve them (Saunders). 

In fact, considering current events may be information to create good 

goals.  Michelson suggests assessing accomplishments made in 2020 

to give a sense of priorities and strengths for goal setting in 

2021.  What did you enjoy doing or what insight did you gain from 

what other people said about you?  

 According to Mary Kiracofe, Field Support Specialist for 

Mainstream, 2020 was a difficult year for all.  “I suggest that others 

reflect on 2020 and their own areas of personal growth despite the 

challenging times.  Accomplishing a piece of a larger goal or just 

maintaining your overall health and well-being in 2020 is something 

to be proud of considering the challenges we have all faced.  2021 is 

the perfect opportunity to get back on track and work toward those 

goals that may have been put on the back burner to take care of 

yourself and others in 2020." 

Also, setting resolutions with someone else may help you make realistic goals.  For example, a friend who 

knows you struggle with organization may say to start with small projects.  Including other people in a 

reward for goal attainment facilitates support in helping you live up to a goal.  Planning a celebration for 

an accomplishment is something to incentivize the hard work that goes along with focusing on trying 

until you succeed.  

Mary Kiracofe says, "I encourage all of our individuals to ask themselves what they would like to change 

about their lives and make it happen.  Regain your independence, reduce hospitalization, or conquer 

social anxiety?  Nothing is impossible.  Your desired personal changes or large goals may take time to 

accomplish but those goals area achievable with a person-centered plan and support.  A large goal can 

“Make New Year’s 
goals. Dig within, 
and discover what 
you would like to 

have happen in your 
life this year…The 
new year stands 
before us, like a 

chapter in a book, 
waiting to be 

written.  We can help 
write that story by 

setting goals.” 
 

~Melody Beattie  

 

 

  

 

 
 

 
 



feel overwhelming at times.  I suggest identifying and focusing on smaller tasks or steps (ISP objectives) 

needed to achieve your goal, as to make gradual progress and positive change.  I encourage you all to 

continue to talk to your Mainstream service providers about specific goals and dreams you have for 

2021." 

So what types of goals are right for you?  Ramsey says goals have to be your desires.  After all, working on 

someone else’s goal is not likely to be something you are passionate about.  You can have goals for each 

area of your life such as finances, health, relationships, recreation, or personal development.   

Mary Kiracofe concludes, "2020 was a challenging year and stressful year for all.  I personally think one 

of the most important goals any of us could have is related to healthy coping skills to boost mental well-

being.  Everyone should have their own go-to coping skill set or tool-box to use when your mental well-

being needs a boost.  What are healthy coping skills?  Some examples are meditation, crafting, 

journaling, deep breathing, exercise, safe socialization, listening to music, reading, or other enjoyable 

activities that are healthy in nature.  My go-to healthy coping skills include exercise, crafting, meditation, 

and listening to music.  I encourage everyone to find healthy coping skills that work for them and try to 

use those skills consistently to boost mental well-being." 
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PSR CALENDAR  

January 
PSR Calendar 

 

 

2021 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

     1 2 

       

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Tailgator Sunday National Spaghetti 
Day 

Discuss Italian 
Heritage 

National Trivia 
Day  

Group with Scott-
Am 

*National Bird 
day (name 
favorite bird) 

Bowling-PM 

Peer Group Topics 

*National 
technology 
Day(discuss) 

Goodwill 

Group with  
Jordyn (why are 
feelings 
important) 

Visit to the Mill 
Mt. house-pm 

Fun Friday  

*key tips for 
preparing for cold 
weather 

Movie -weather 
related 

Super Saturday 
with Sam 

 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Tailgator Sunday  

(playoffs start) 

*Learning how to 
cut your electric 
bill cost 

Family Feud Fun 

Group with Scott-
am 

Show and Tale day 

*Do you know 
your meds? 

Peer group topics 

*National Korean 
Day 

Discuss Korean 
Culture 

Board games and 
cards 

Group with Blue ( 
Trust Issues) 

Exercise Thursday  

Fun Friday  

National bagel 
Day (bagels for 
breakfast) 

National 
strawberry icream 
day 

 

Super Saturday 
with  Scott 

 

 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Tailgator Sunday  

(RD 2 of Playoffs) 

Samantha 
(recognizing 
feelings) 

Martin Luther 
King Day 

(what do you 
know about Dr. 
King)  

Group with Scott-
Am 

Why is good 
hygiene 
important? 

Peer group topics 

*National Cheese 
lovers day 
(Nacho’s) 

 Arts and crafts 
with Jordyn 

 

Exercise Thursday  

Fun Friday  

In house movie/ 
cards/board 
games 

Super Saturday 
with Sam  

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Tailgator Sunday 

(who will go to the 
Super Bowl) 

How can I be 
better?  

National Irish 
Coffee Day (coffee 
with Irish Crème) 

Group with Scott-
Am 

Bowling -PM 

Peer Group topics  

*National 
Chocolate cake 
day  

Group with blue 
(practicing 
boundaries) 

Exercise Thursday  

5 Below/goodwill 

Fun Friday  

Trash 
Tournament 

Uno tournament  

Super Saturday 
with Scott 

 

 

Make Super Bowl 
Poster contest. 

 

31 

      

 

 


